T he aim of this paper is to present a model structure that analyzes the hub-spoke network design issue within a competitive framework. Under deregulation, airlines have developed hub-and-spoke networks, enabling them to increase frequency by aggregating demand and to prevent entry into the marketplace by reducing airfares. While liberalization in the United States and Europe was undertaken to increase competition, the results in this direction are unclear. This research evaluates airline profits based on a microeconomic theory of airline behavior under deregulation and the effect on hub-and-spoke networks. Through a two-stage, Nash best-response game, we search for equilibria in the air transportation industry. The game is applied to Western Europe, where profitable hubs and monopolistic equilibria are clearly identifiable, and duopolistic equilibria are potentially viable, given sufficient demand. 
Introduction
In this paper we attempt to evaluate the most appropriate hub-and-spoke (HS) network for an airline to develop in a competitive environment. A mathematical program has been developed for this purpose, which is then applied within a game-theoretic framework. An application discusses potential equilibria in the West European air transportation industry today.
Numerous studies have attempted to analyze the use of HS networks in a deregulated market. See, for example, Bailey et al. (1985) , Bittlingmayer (1990) , Borenstein (1989 Borenstein ( , 1992 , Brueckner and Spiller (1994) , Button and Pitfield (1991) , Hendricks et al. (1992) , Johnson (1985) , Keeler (1991) , Morrison and Winston (1986) , Reynolds-Feighan and Hewings (1990) , and Spiller (1989) . Call and Keeler (1985) argued that in the long-run airfares will fall in a competitive market, despite the marketing and network advantages enjoyed by the large, established carriers. They argued that, slowly, "oligopoly models may give way to models of competition (or possibly monopolistic competition) in explaining air fares and service."
Until the early 1990s, airline competition and airline network strategies were generally treated as separate subjects in the literature. Ghobrial and Kanafani (1985) did seek to identify equilibrium in an airline network, but they restricted the case to single-hub networks. Several papers have since been written in the field of airline competition using HS networks, including Hansen (1990) , Hong and Harker (1992) , Dobson and Lederer (1993) , Nero (1996) , Hendricks et al. (1999) , and Marianov et al. (1999) . Hansen (1990) developed an n-player, noncooperative game in which the airline's sole strategy set is frequency of service. The airlines were split into two categories: hub airlines and point-to-point (or fully connected) airlines. The set of simplifying assumptions included fixed airfares, adequate capacity, inelastic demand to price and service level, and consideration of nonstop and one-stop services only. Using regression analysis, Hansen could not prove the existence of an equilibrium; his application to the U.S. air transportation industry showed "quasiequilibrium." Hong and Harker (1992) developed a two-stage, game-theoretic representation of an air traffic network market mechanism for slot allocation. Assuming an oligopolistic air transport market model, their solution derived the flight patterns, ticket prices, routes, and carrier choice for passengers, as well as landing fees paid to the airports. Using a quasivariational inequality technique to solve a Cournot-Nash model, they proved the existence of a unique solution. Given a total origin-destination (O-D) trip demand matrix, scheduled flight times, aircraft size and capacity, average operating costs, and fixed maintenance costs for each flight and a utility function for the passengers on each O-D pair, they solved for a three-node example. Dobson and Lederer (1993) developed a mathematical program to study the competitive choice of flight schedules and route prices by airlines operating in a pure HS (i.e., single hub) system. Utilizing a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for a two-stage game, they found equilibria in a five-node network example. The profit-maximizing heuristic developed searches for the best flights, routes, and prices in a three-level hierarchical process, but they cannot be assured of a globally optimal solution. Assumptions in their model included: A single aircraft size and one class of customers; no traffic originates or is destined for the hub airport; airline variable costs are dependent on flying time alone; and zero variable passenger costs. An additional assumption requires that duopolists serve the identical set of spoke cities using the same hub, however an airline using a hub generally requires at least 50% of the slots available. Marianov et al. (1999) discussed the relocation of hubs in a competitive environment given changes in the O-D demand matrix over time. Demand, in terms of flow, is captured through a minimum cost breakdown to avoid the use of prices. A tabu search heuristic is developed to solve the maximal flow optimization model. Hendricks et al. (1999) wrote a theoretical paper discussing equilibria in airline networks. They studied duopolies using a two-stage game in which two carriers simultaneously chose their networks and then competed for travelers. They argued that when carriers compete aggressively (e.g., Bertrand-like behavior), monopoly is an equilibrium outcome and no duopoly equilibrium exists if both carriers choose HS networks. They further attested that duopoly equilibria exist either in non-HS networks or when HSnetwork carriers do not price aggressively and there are a sufficient number of nodes. They assumed that interlining (when a passenger travels via two carriers) is not feasible, that a carrier's operating profits are additively separable across city-pair markets, and that there are no capacity constraints.
The majority of papers cited above utilize discrete choice models to evaluate demand for routes, based on an aggregation of individual travelers' preferences. Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) defined discrete choice analysis as "the modeling of choice from a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustible alternatives Briefly, a decision-maker is modeled as selecting the alternative with the highest utility among those available at the time a choice is made." Hansen (1990) used a market share model based on the logit function, including price, log of frequency, and the travelers' preference for a direct service as variables. Hansen argued that the logarithmic form of service frequency is preferable because "one would expect diminishing returns with respect to the gain in service attractiveness from adding additional flights." Hong and Harker (1992) utilized a linear combination of flying time, connection delay, price, frequency, aircraft size, and the number of legs flown in their disutility function based on Morrison and Winston's (1986) study. Dobson and Lederer (1993) assumed that a traveler's demand for each route was based on their cost function, which could be split into three elements that are subsequently aggregated linearly: the cost of departing at a time that differs from the customer's most preferred departure time, the costs associated with the route duration, and the airfare. Alamdari and Black (1992) discussed the use of the logit model in evaluating the influence of liberalization on passenger demand. They argued that "simple 'all or nothing' models that assume the cheapest airline is chosen by all the passengers are not suitable for determining airlines' market share. Passenger demand is influenced by a combination of fare and the many attributes that make up the quality of service provided
From an empirical modeling viewpoint, not all the factors that affect travelers' choice are known, and of those that are known, only some are measurable." In addition, the share model can only predict the airline's share as a function of the chosen variables; it does not predict changes in total demand as a result of the levels specified. They refered to nine studies that evaluated diverse variables to explain airline demand within the logit framework. Six of the studies found fares to be an influence on the share of passengers, perhaps because of the absence of a significant variation in the airfares, and all studies found relative frequency of flights to be an important influence.
This work presents an operations research-based modeling framework for analyzing specific, potential HS networks given the existing competition. The research includes four new elements beyond that of the existing literature. While many papers have discussed the practice of "hubbing," none have developed an n-node representation to specify which precise network would be most profitable to an airline. In addition, this is the first reasonably sized problem to be analyzed in the literature, from this point of view. Second, while the U.S. aviation market has been researched quite substantially, little or no work has been undertaken in Europe, where 45 member states collate data, if data are accessible at all, using different practices and accounting terminology. The data gathered for the purposes of examining Western Europe were collected over a period of several years across numerous countries. Third, the transportation literature has so far assessed equivalents of the subgame, either under oligopolistic or duopolistic market conditions. However, no paper has viewed the wider game or attempted to evaluate specific, profitable HS networks in a competitive marketplace. While the ambitious target of identifying all networks most likely to survive under deregulation in Western Europe was not achieved due to the size of the problem, the framework presented here can be used to identify the most appropriate response to competitive carriers and to suggest suitable adaptations necessary to ensure stability and profitability. The mix of discrete choice, optimization, and game-theoretic models can also be used to evaluate potential strategic partners connecting via alliances or mergers. Finally, the managerial, modeling approach can be used by potential new entrants to assess the advantages of entering new markets or setting up a new network.
A glossary of terminology (notations) can be found in §1, and assumptions of the models developed in this research can be found in §2. A multinomial logit (MNL) model is described in §3 and a nonlinear mathematical program, which evaluates the most profitable airline network, is developed in §4. A twostage, Nash-type, best-response game is derived in §5, and an application to the Western European aviation industry is developed in §6, with a listing of all airports in the sample set in Appendix A and a presentation of the collated demand dataset in Appendix B. A summary can be found in §7.
Notation
A set of airlines a index that represents a specific airline C A = A ∪ 0 set of airline alternatives available to a passenger and the option not to fly N set of all existing nodes in the network configuration Arc a set of all existing legs in airline a's specific network configuration
Hub a set of all hub nodes (a node that is connected to more than one other node) for airline a ∈ A i j ∈ N node indices s 
Assumptions
It is assumed that an HS network reduces total costs to the airline due to economies of scope and scale and that passengers will be prepared to travel over two or three legs if necessary. The U.S. air transportation market today would appear to show these assumptions to be reasonable. The model developed requires airlines to choose an HS system with one or two potential hubs. In reality, an airline may choose a specific HS network and add a few direct connections where demand justifies such a decision. Inclusion of these arcs would not add to the complexity of the solution procedures described. It is further assumed that an airline is entirely free to choose its most preferable network and purchase the rights to land and take off as required. Presently, slot allocations at European Union (EU) airports are governed by historical grandfather rights, whereby a "home carrier" representative serves as a slot coordinator in (IATA's) annual negotiations. New EU regulations may marginally affect the distribution of slots, in particular at highly congested airports. With the slow disappearance of the flag-carrier phenomenon, our assumption may be considered reasonable.
Passenger utility is defined as a function of frequency, willingness to pay for a direct flight, and airfare. The utility of a traveler flying via a hub is based on the minimum frequency along one of the legs of the route, because this will cause the most important restriction on choice. The utility function also ensures that passengers forced to travel via one or two hubs will pay less than those traveling directly. While this clearly does not include all possible factors affecting a passenger's decision to travel, it does ensure tractability of the problem outlined. We assume that the maximum, total, O-D passenger demand is given, and the carrier's strategy therefore affects the number of passengers carried and not the total volume of demand. Sensitivity analysis can be used to understand the effects of an increase or decrease in maximal demand. For example, demand could be increased across the board equally as shown in §6; alternatively, demand could be adapted at a particular airport to understand its effect on hub choice. Another alternative would be to add an additional model to the framework developed here, such as time series analysis or a gravity model to adapt demand according to the decision variables available. We assume that the MNL model's utility function describes a traveler's preferences sufficiently well to determine the market share of an airline, when compared to its competitors. Alamdari and Black (1992) argued that there is strong evidence to show the broad validity of the logit share model in analyzing market share in the air transportation market.
Two fares exist as decision variables-one for business travelers and the other for nonbusiness travelers-from node i to node j, per airline. This is assumed for tractability of the problem space and results in two prices per O-D per airline, which can be increased if a more complex analysis of airfares is required. The fare from origin i to destination j is the same as that of j to i per airline. This also reduces the number of airfare decision variables to 1 2 n n − 1 for computational tractability and can be easily removed if necessary. Airlines have developed complicated pricing strategies based on yield management technology; this technology has been ignored because we are looking at the networks from a strategic rather than a tactical point of view. This model could be enlarged or connected to a separate pricing model for more specific revenue results. The revenue results presented here will therefore be conservative, since only two passenger types are considered. No interlining is permitted; each traveler type chooses an airline or not to fly based on price, frequency, and value of time. In the real world, airlines attempt to differentiate their product from the competition in order to avoid interlining through pricing, minimum connecting times, and marketing techniques such as frequent flyer programs. In addition, the likelihood of lost baggage and missed connections increases with interlining, thus encouraging travelers to avoid this practice.
We assume that the operating costs of the carrier are a function of frequency and include parameters for scale and network economies. This assumption could be considered reasonable if the majority of flights are a similar stage length (within Western Europe, given an HS network, this may be considered tolerable). The fixed costs of an airline, such as the purchasing of aircraft and accrued capital costs, have been ignored. This study is attempting to choose between potential networks; if the fixed costs are constant, irrespective of the network chosen, then this information is irrelevant. In addition, plane sizes are limited so that the same size aircraft is used in both directions on a single path, which is a clearly reasonable assumption given that fleet size variation is naturally restricted.
Finally, the game-theoretic form used to evaluate the effects of explicit competition requires the following assumption: Airlines choose their strategic network and decision variables in two stages. First, all airlines choose their networks and whether or not to offer services concurrently, then they choose frequencies, plane sizes, and airfares simultaneously, based on the knowledge of all the airlines' choices in the first stage.
Market Share Model
A multinomial logit (MNL) model has been developed to compute the market share of the airlines, given a maximal level of demand. Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) defined the MNL market share model as
If we assume that the utility achieved by traveler s from alternative c is
and that the disturbances ijsc are independently and identically Gumbel distributed with a location parameter and a scale parameter > 0, then V ijsc is the deterministic utility attained by a type s traveler in O-D market i j from alternative c. The utility of a single passenger represents the passenger's preferences on frequency, nonstop service, and price; it is drawn from Adler and Berechman (2001) , where the parameters of the model were computed. 
where R ija = k k ∈ Arc leg k belongs to route from node i to node j for airline a
The utility function can then be introduced into the logit model such that the market share of airline a for the O-D market i j per traveler type can be computed as follows:
The addition of one in the denominator of the market share function provides the traveler with the additional choice of not traveling, or at least not flying, consequently attaining zero utility. According to Hong and Harker (1992) , the inclusion of the "no purchase" option captures the price elasticity of total demand and prevents airlines from overcharging. Numerous variables have been considered in the utility functions of various papers, in an attempt to capture all the decision rules of the passengers (see Alamdari and Black 1992) . We have chosen three variables: airfare, service frequency, and value of time. The first two variables were considered relatively important in most studies. We would suggest that minimum service frequency is a variable that can capture more than simply the surface understanding of an HS network. It is a strategic variable enabling an airline to differentiate between its product and that of the competition, and also acts as an entry deterrent in the market. The level of frequency also captures the efficiency, hence costs, of the carrier directly and the length of flying time indirectly. The additional value-of-time variable can be interpreted as the extra dollar amount that the consumer is willing to pay for direct, nonstop service. It can thus be used as a supplementary separation between the carriers, above and beyond the price and frequency, since it establishes whether an airline has a competitive advantage over other carriers with respect to its network combination and, specifically, its choice of hubs. Only passengers traveling directly will pay the additional expense, which is an immediate result of the airlines' choice of hubs. chosen. An airline's profit function is maximized subject to three sets of constraints. The profit function is based on an airline's revenue and cost functions. The revenue function computes receipts based on airfares, maximal demand, and the airline's market share, which in turn is based on the travelers' utility function. It is assumed that the airline's operating cost function can be defined as a constant elasticity of substitution, Cobb-Douglas function as follows:
Mathematical Program
This class of function is general enough to capture the cost of operating different types of networks with a varying number of routes and layout patterns. Starr and Stinchcombe (1992) in their economic analysis of HS and related systems argued that these systems were optimal under a variety of costand-demand configurations, typically demonstrating large, pervasive economies of scale. The cost function in Equation (2) is monotonically increasing in frequency and exhibits increasing returns to scale if < 1. Thus, as frequency increases, the additional cost per flight decreases. It is generally worthwhile increasing frequency in an HS system as opposed to a fully connected network, because it enables the airline to deter entry into the marketplace by carriers attempting to provide a direct service between i and j, where this route does not yet exist.
Additional costs result from payments made by the airline to the airports in the form of landing and passenger charges. The landing charges (LC) are paid to the arrival airport and are based on the maximum take-off weight of the airplane type. The passenger charges (PC) are paid to the departure airport for each passenger carried. Two PC have been included: the full tariff paid at the first departure airport and a transfer charge paid at subsequent hubs, when the passenger is carried on two or more legs to reach her chosen destination. This pricing system is in line with the present rules of most international airports. Because there are many different types of charges, the LC and PC have been modified to include other relevant charges such as handling, night, and noise charges, and will be referred to as landing-related and passenger-related charges.
A secondary result of the model developed includes an analysis of the effects of the HS system chosen on the hub airports themselves. Both fixed and variable airport costs are evaluated in the model. The variable costs are based on aircraft movement (ACM)-related costs and the number of passengers using the terminal. In addition to airport costs and revenues, airport capacity and quality may affect the airlines' choice of hubs. Airport capacity can be split into several categories, namely runway, apron (or parking), air traffic control, and terminal capacities. These are reflected in the constraints of the mathematical program. Airport quality is beyond the scope of this paper and is discussed in detail in Adler and Golany (2001) .
The mathematical program's objective function for airline a is stated in Equation (3). Airline revenue has been further tempered by the number of seats physically available. If there is excess demand that cannot be carried at the chosen levels of frequency and plane size, all passengers traveling along the arc are reduced equally, irrespective of their ultimate destination or passenger type (see §2 on assumptions of the model). Clearly, the airlines will try to manage demand in a more effective manner, but this is currently beyond the scope of the model. The double minimum in the objective function is used to prevent an airline from charging passengers without having available airline seats, caused by capacity constraints at airports and a maximum aircraft size. Furthermore, it may not be preferable to increase tariffs because this may cause groups of passengers to choose an alternative. The constraints of the mathematical program include Minimum number of seats
Equation (4) specifies that each airline chooses its own fleet size and structure independently, per undirected leg. Equation (5) requires that each airport's maximum runway capacity constraint be considered, based on the summed aircraft movements of all airlines using the airport facilities. Equations (6) and (7) ensure that frequency and prices are nonnegative, respectively. Furthermore, because the prices have been set such that the airfare from airport i to airport j is the same as the airfare in the opposite direction, Equation (8) is also necessary in the analysis.
The mathematical program can be solved using several nonlinear optimization techniques, such as subgradient approaches (Bazaraa et al. 1993) , smoothing approximations (Zang 1980) , or conjugate gradient projection (Goldfarb 1969) . The mathematical program solves the objective function per airline, given all other airlines' hypothesized strategies, using a relevant algorithm for nonlinear objective functions and linear constraints. However, it should be noted that due to the nonconvexity of the objective function, a global optimum is not necessarily found under any of these techniques. Thus each problem must be solved from several initial points in an attempt to search for the globally optimal solution. For a detailed analysis, see Adler and Berechman (2001) .
Game Theory Model of Explicit Competition
The competitive model can now be defined as a multiairline, noncooperative, two-stage game. A game is defined by a set of players; each player uses a set of alternative actions or strategies to maximize his or her own payoff function, whose value depends on each of the players' simultaneous actions (Von Neuman and Morgenstern 1953). The game described here consists of a set A of airlines whose strategy sets include the HS network, frequency of service, aircraft size, and airfares. In the first stage, airlines simultaneously choose an HS network and whether or not to participate. Once the HS connections are set, they cannot be changed within the game. In other words, an airline can choose not to connect a spoke, through low frequency, but the spoke cannot be attached to a different hub once the first stage has been completed. In the second stage, after the network choice is revealed, each airline attempts to maximize its profit function (Equation (3)) through its choice of service frequency, aircraft sizes, and airfares, given the decisions of all other airlines. The airlines alone have been chosen as players in the game for several reasons, one being the lack of an airport strategy set. The airports are, except in the case of London, government owned. The individual European governments set their own airport pricing policy. In addition, the airport's LC and PC are generally too low to affect the airlines' network choice decision problem because they generally account for approximately 7%-12% of the airlines' total costs (see Adler and Berechman 2001) . One of the most significant elements-the size, hence the capacity-of the airports is again not a decision of the airport itself, but is based on political and environmental considerations of the relevant government agencies. Furthermore, the time lag between a decision to expand an airport's capacity and the construction are considerable and beyond the scope of this model. The other potential set of players that are not accounted for explicitly in the game is the passengers themselves. However, the passengers' utility functions are the basis for assessing the airfares and market share of the airline in the airlines' payoff functions, thus the travelers are accounted for indirectly.
Given explicit competition, subgame perfect Nash equilibria of the noncooperative game are sought with the following algorithm. An initial strategy profile is specified for the airlines choosing to participate. Then a specific sequence of airlines is chosen and the mathematical program is solved for the first airline in the sequence. Once an optimal solution is found, given all other airlines' decision variables, the mathematical program is then solved for the second airline, and so on. Once a solution has been computed for all airlines, the program begins again with the first airline in the sequence. The iterative process continues until one of the following occurs.
(1) A second-stage, subgame, Nash solution is found and an entire iteration has been computed such that no airline has changed its best response to any other airline. This solution could be of several forms:
(1.1) all airlines have positive frequencies and serve the market in some capacity;
(1.2) two or more airlines take over the market, forcing the remaining airlines to lose market share and profits, consequently going bankrupt through continual losses, or merging, as appropriate. This could result in a duopoly, oligopoly, or competitive market;
(1.3) one airline takes over the entire market, resulting in a monopoly.
(2) A quasi-equilibrium is achieved, which can be defined as two distinct possibilities:
(2.1) the program cycles around two or more possible solutions, without converging; (2.2) the majority of decision variables achieve convergence, but a few remain divergent.
(3) No equilibrium exists and no convergence is attained.
A Nash equilibrium can be defined as a strategy profile in which each player's choice solution is as good a response to the other airlines' choices as any other strategy available to that player (Kreps 1990, p. 404) . Sufficient conditions for a Nash equilibrium to exist include: (i) the strategy set of each player is bounded, convex, and closed; (ii) the payoff function for each player is concave with respect to the player's strategy set assuming fixed competitor strategies; and (iii) all payoff functions are continuous over the strategy sets of all players. While the strategy set of each player is bounded, convex, and closed and the payoff functions are continuous, the profit function is not concave. Therefore, we cannot prove that a subgame equilibrium exists. In addition, if an equilibrium is found, we cannot be sure that it is the only subgame equilibrium solution that exists. Thus, the entire process is run from several different initial strategy profiles.
Once the equilibria of all the subgames have been evaluated, the existence of a subgame perfect equilibrium of the overall game can be analyzed. It is assumed that any airline making losses will choose not to play, thus any equilibrium of the subgame in which one or more airlines make losses will not be considered a subgame perfect equilibrium of the overall game. Subgame perfect equilibria exist if those airlines choosing to play cannot find an alternative that will provide greater profits and it is not worthwhile for airlines that choose not to participate to enter the market.
Application to the Western European Aviation Industry
We examine the results of the model with respect to Western Europe and subsequently compare them to results published in the literature. First, we discuss the results of a base run in which three airlines choose to compete or not, each with different, two-hub network combinations. The results analyze competitive, duopolistic, and monopolistic equilibria. Subsequently, policy runs are developed for three-airline, doubled O-D demand matrices over double-hub scenarios, and for a four-airline, single-hub scenario. The mathematical program was applied to a threeairline, Western European market, whereby each airline chooses a two-hub, balanced network. In this illustrative example, half the European spokes were attached to each of the two hubs according to minimum distance. The first airline consisted of a London Heathrow (LHR)-Zurich (ZRH) hub combination, the second used an Amsterdam (AMS)-Madrid (MAD) hub combination, and the third airline used a Frankfurt (FRA)-Barcelona (BCN) hub combination. For convenience, we refer to the first airline as BA, the second airline as KLM, and the third airline as Lufthansa. The smaller hubs were chosen as secondary, intra-European hubs, and the larger hubs, (LHR, AMS, and FRA), acted as international gateways with connections to the Far East and the United States. See Appendix A for a list of airports in the sample and Appendix B for the maximal O-D demand data.
The mathematical program was run from many different initial strategy profiles and airline sequences. In several cases, while one solution was preferable for one airline, another starting point resulted in a more profitable solution for a different airline. Consequently, we report all the solutions computed, unless a solution is strictly dominated for all airlines. One of the solutions of the subgame, 1a in Table 1 , presents the result attained after choosing an airline sequence beginning with BA, whereby initial aircraft sizes were fixed at the upper bound, i.e., 401 passenger seats, demand was split evenly between the three airlines, and load factors were set at 100%, thus frequency could be computed automatically. The initial airfare was fixed for business and nonbusiness, intraEuropean, or international, according to four constant values. Solution 1b presents the results whereby, with the same sequence of airlines, the initial strategy profile was set with a fixed aircraft size of 250 passenger Table 1 Potential Outcomes of the Airline Competition Game seats. Furthermore, game theory suggests that different solutions may be attained according to the order of the cycle, thus beginning the optimization procedure with the second airline instead of the first may achieve different results. Solutions 2a and 2b represent the results attained when KLM was evaluated first, and Solutions 3a and 3b are achieved when Lufthansa was evaluated first.
To present the summary results in a game-theoretic format for the three airlines, two matrices are required. In each cell of Table 1 , representing different subgames, the payoffs are in millions of U.S. dollars per week in the following order: BA, KLM, and Lufthansa, respectively. Results within a subgame that were strictly dominated for all airlines are not reported.
In this game there is a single, pure-strategy, subgame perfect equilibrium. Given all solutions of the subgames, the BA monopolistic solution is the overall subgame perfect equilibrium, because it is worthwhile for BA to choose to play ($97,000,000 versus 0 payoff), but it is not worthwhile for KLM or Lufthansa (0 versus −$10,000,000) to change their strategies of not playing. For BA, the play strategy dominates the not-play strategy, because the airline attains positive profits independent of the other airlines' strategy choice, given all the subgame combinations. Having removed BA's not-play strategy, all remaining cells report losses for the other airlines except when they choose not-play, hence the monopolistic solution.
In the unique, subgame perfect equilibrium, the LHR-ZRH network combination is strong enough to push the other two airlines out of the market. In this solution, although LHR and ZRH are each connected to nine European airports initially, ZRH only has positive frequency in connection with FCO, FRA, LIN, and LHR. The plane sizes are all around 250 seats except for the JFK-LHR and LHR-ZRH arcs, where the optimal aircraft size is 401 seats. The average airfare within Europe is $800 for business travelers and $600 for nonbusiness travelers. The prices are high in comparison to other solutions, suggesting that BA is taking advantage of its monopolistic status.
Finally, it may be interesting to note that, although no subgame perfect equilibrium was found under oligopolistic market conditions, only one airline attained profits in all the enumerations. The duopoly solutions also show only one airline reaching profitable status. BA is always the strongest, and in the KLM-Lufthansa duopoly, Lufthansa is the loss leader. These results validate the theoretical conclusions reached in Hendricks et al. (1999) . They argued that in a model of two carriers, each choosing HS networks and competing aggressively, Bertrand style, the only equilibrium solution outcome is that of a monopoly. Dobson and Lederer (1993) , in a duopolistic setting, where each airline chooses the same HS network, found multiple equilibria in their subgame scheduling and pricing problem. In the overall game, they found one equilibrium solution in which both airlines compete because "There is too much demand for just one firm." When they reduce the aircraft size (in their model there is only one exogenous aircraft size), ceteris paribus, they found two subgame perfect equilibria: one monopolistic and the other duopolistic.
Given the knowledge that the basic O-D demand matrices represent approximately 45% of the actual demand carried in the base year of 1992, when taking into account both scheduled and charter flights to all airports in Western Europe, we doubled the demand matrices and attained the subgame equilibria of Table 2 . The same three HS-network combinations compete in the two-stage, noncooperative game.
Demand would now appear to be sufficient to sustain two airlines with two-hub networks in certain circumstances, a similar result to that of Dobson and Lederer (1993) . The two subgame perfect equilibria of this game consist of two duopolies: BA ver- Table 2 Potential Outcomes in the Doubled-Demand Airline Competition Game sus KLM, where the competitive subgame equilibrium outcome is (1a), (1b), or (2a); and BA versus Lufthansa, where the competitive subgame equilibrium outcome is (3b). None of the equilibria of the three-airline subgame is sustainable because one airline loses in each case. None of the monopoly situations is sustainable because it is always worthwhile for one of the nonparticipating airlines to join the game. The duopoly game between Lufthansa and KLM is not sustainable because it is BA's best response strategy to always play.
In the BA-KLM duopolistic equilibria, both airlines connect just over half the spokes to their hubs, as shown in Figure 1 . BA ignores almost all the ZRH connections and the LHR-AMS path. KLM ignores five connections to AMS and the MAD-ZRH path. Given that each airline uses a different two-HS scenario, the potential direct competition exists only on the paths from the hubs of one airline to the hubs of the other. In this case, KLM connects LHR-AMS and BA connects LHR-MAD and there are no direct connections between ZRH and AMS or MAD. Thus, the two airlines avoid direct competition in all four potential cases. The average plane size for BA is 370 passenger seats, and for KLM 375 passenger seats. BA achieves average load factors of around 90% and KLM achieves approximately 80%. The airfares set by each airline are similar, with business travelers within Europe being charged on average $900 and nonbusiness travelers around $450. The international routes cost the business traveler on average $1,200 and the nonbusiness traveler approximately $800. Table 3 presents the input parameters; Table 4 presents the financial reports of the two airlines; Table 5 presents the frequencies (because demand is fairly symmetric, only one set of frequencies is shown), and seat capacities; and Table 6 presents the summary of airfares charged. It should be noted that in this illustration only two airlines serve the entire Western Euro-
Duopoly Subgame Perfect Equilibrium Between BA and KLM pean demand, hence the relatively high frequencies for example. Furthermore, the aircraft seat size in the illustration was limited to between 150 and 401 seats. In the BA-Lufthansa duopolistic equilibrium, each airline connects just over half the spokes to its respective hubs. BA ignores the LHR-FBU and LHR-MAN paths, and ZRH is almost unconnected to the relevant spokes. Lufthansa fully connects BCN, but FRA is connected only to MUN, BCN, and the two international airports. Lufthansa serves the BCN-LHR and BCN-ZRH paths alone and no direct link exists between the LHR-FRA or ZRH-FRA routes, thus once again the airlines have avoided direct competition. BA chooses an average plane size of 390 passenger seats and attains 90% load factors. Lufthansa's optimal average plane size is 370 passenger seats resulting in load factors of approximately 70%. Once again, the airfares set by each airline are fairly similar to each other and to the previous equilibria. General conclusions that can be drawn from the two equilibria include the following.
(a) Under duopolistic conditions, each airline chooses not to compete directly on any one path and reduces the size of its total network to not compete aggressively. via AMS with KLM. Passengers flying MAD-FCO can travel directly with KLM or indirectly via LHR with BA. The only other real competition lies on the international routes, which are connected to LHR and AMS. However, the "Northern" airports (ARN, CPH, and FBU), MAN, and BRU are only connected to LHR, and most of the "Eastern" airports are connected via KLM alone, including ATH, GVA, MUC, and VIE. Thus, competition has been severely limited in this solution outcome.
(c) The prices offered by each airline are fairly similar, once again enabling the airlines not to compete aggressively.
(d) The load factors achieved are very high in comparison to real-world statistics today, thus each airline is relatively efficient.
In addition, we have analyzed a four-airline competitive subgame that represents a simplification of reality. Each airline has a pure HS network based at one of the four major Western European hubs: AMS, CDG, FRA, and LHR. The results are presented in Table 7 .
In all cases, except Case 2a, BA alone achieves a profitable status. Despite the doubled demand, the addition of a fourth airline, and the use of a single hub, not more than one airline manages to profit from the marketplace. According to the frequency decision variables, BA chooses not to serve six intraEuropean routes, thus a merger with one or more of the other airlines would enable BA to attract more passengers. In Case 2a, three airlines achieve profits, suggesting that a three-airline competitive market could exist. Only KLM fails to reach a profitable status, with almost zero frequency on all routes. BA serves only JFK and Manchester airports, becoming Table 7 Potential Outcomes in a Four-Airline Subgame 
Summary
In the model framework presented in this paper, an airline profit-maximizing objective function contains a discrete choice model, in which each airline's market share is computed based on a function of frequency, airfare, value of time, and the decision variables of the other airlines. Each airline's decision variables include hub choice and subsequently frequency, aircraft size, and airfare. To place the airlines' decisions in a competitive context, a game-theoretic approach has been developed in the form of a two-stage, noncooperative game. In the first stage, the airlines simultaneously choose their network and whether or not to participate. In the second stage, each airline competes for market share, given the other airlines' decisions. The iterative process of backward induction evaluates each airline's best-response strategy. An equilibrium does not necessarily exist, because the payoff function is not concave. The subgame, best-response program consists of a nonlinear objective function and linear constraints. Locally optimal solutions can be found, but global equilibria cannot be guaranteed due to the nonconvexity of the objective function.
It is not possible to analyze all potential, alternative competitors within the scope of this research, thus we developed a three-airline game with specific two-hub networks to evaluate whether one or more equilibria exist. In the base run, a single, monopolistic subgame perfect equilibrium existed in which the only airline to achieve profitability and stability was based at LHR-ZRH. In the doubled-demand sensitivity analysis, two-duopolistic subgame perfect equilibria exist. In other words, with sufficient demand, two airlines can organize their networks to attain profitability; it is not worthwhile for either to change its strategy or for a third airline to enter the market. These results validate the theoretical conclusions reached in Hendricks et al. (1999) as well as those of Dobson and Lederer (1993) , in which both monopolistic and duopolistic equilibria are discovered in a six-node example. In the duopoly equilibria outcomes, the LHR-ZRH hub-based network are also always partners, indicating that demand plays an important role in the solution outcome, especially since LHR is geographically placed on the outer edge of Western Europe. Clearly, London is the largest city in Western Europe, with approximately 7.4 million people, with Berlin a distant second with approximately 3.3 million. Even accounting for the transfer phenomenon resulting from the hub network (for example, 60% of AMS passengers today are transfer passengers), this demand disparity affects the results and ensures robustness of the solution set.
All the results presented here are based on specific HS networks. Thus, future research attempting to choose a new HS network needs to consider all possible enumerations to pick the network with the greatest possibility of survival and profitability. An alternative approach would be to model the existing aviation situation and aid one of the airlines in adapting their network, for example choosing a secondary hub, to maximize their profits, given their competitors' HS network combinations. Finally, given the international alliances occurring today, it may be of interest to extend this model to account for several hubs on different continents. Source. Adler and Berechman (1996) . 
